TrakMotive New Premium CV Axles

AUTOMOTIVE & LIGHT DUTY TRUCK

INCLUDING NEW OE FEATURES:

- AAR Socket Design
- Hollow Tube Design
- 6 & 8 Ball OE Socket Designs
- European Flat Spline Design

EXCEEDS OEM QUALITY, FIT AND FUNCTION

TrakMotive New Premium CV Axles are manufactured and engineered to the highest quality standards in the industry, ensuring they meet or exceed OEM manufacturers specifications in fit, form and function. All TrakMotive New Premium CV Axles are 100% brand new and manufactured in our state-of-the-art ISO 9001:2015 and IATF 16949.2016 facility.
Premium CV Axles

AUTOMOTIVE & LIGHT DUTY TRUCK

All necessary attached hardware & grease included*
ABS-consolidated and assembled with correct ABS ring to assure correct fit and function*
Premium neoprene dust boots provide greater flexibility and durability
Precision machined solid steel heat treated center shafts improve performance and durability
Stainless steel band clamps provide better resistance to deformation and stretching
Precision rolled splines & threads for longer life
OE hollow tube design helps reduce torque steer under hard acceleration*

High strength spring steel retaining clips*
OE 8 ball socket design provides greater strength & durability*
OE flat spline design eliminates spline play and reduces noise, vibration & harshness*

Precision machined & heat-treated cages, races & bearings

*Where applicable OE.

Our Job is to Make Your Job Easier